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THE BEST EXPERIENCES IN CANCUN AND RIVIERA MAYA

FRIENDS &
FAMILY

CANCUN RIVIERA MAYA MEXICO

FRIENDS & FAMILY

Immerse

yourself
Spoil your senses,
make some wild friends
and connect with your loved
ones… There is simply
nothing else like it.

in Mexico!

Float back in time at the Mayan River

A great day

out for everybody.

Coral Reef Aquarium
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XCARET

Swim with Sharks

Adrenalina
EXPERIENCIAS XCARET

XCARET
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FRIENDS & FAMILY

Includes:

Park Admission:
Shows, exhibitions and cultural tours.
Three unique underground rivers.
Access to beaches, bays and natural pools.
Life jackets and inner tubes.
Lounge chairs, hammocks and rest areas.
Safety bag service during the river journey.
Restrooms, dressing rooms and showers.
Show “Xcaret Mexico Espectacular”, a musical journey through the history of Mexico.
Parking.
Xcaret Plus:
1 buffet meal with unlimited drinks and 1 beer.
Snorkel equipment and locker service.
Donation for the Sea Turtle Conservation Program.

Recommendations:
Xcaret Mexico Espectacular A majestic enactment of Mexico´s history with more than 300 artists

Use comfortable beachwear and swimming suit, bring extra clothes and a towel.
Sunscreen and insect repellent should be free of chemicals to be used in the Park.
Bring credit card or cash with you to buy souvenirs, optional activities or acquire the
photos from your visit. Do not forget to bring your I.D.

Your admission to Xcaret Park allows you to discover a Mexico’s Majestic
Paradise, with access to over 50 attractions and activities. We invite you
to enjoy a full day of fun and witness cultural performances such as the
Papantla Flyers, the Mayan Ball Game and the “Xcaret Mexico Espectacular”
performance. Experience Mexico in Xcaret!

Days of Operation: Monday to Sunday from 8:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Flying Man Ritual
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XCARET

EXPERIENCIAS XCARET

XCARET
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FRIENDS & FAMILY

Take your

snorkeling

Is the meeting point of
an incredible diversity of flora,
fauna and water activities
framed in sceneries that
leave you breathless.

adventure
to the next level
Unlimited fun...

All around!
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XEL-HÁ

EXPERIENCIAS XCARET

XEL-HÁ
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FRIENDS & FAMILY

Includes:

National open bar and unlimited non-alcohol beverages.
Continental breakfast from 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
Lunch buffet from 11:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
The Meliponary and nursery.
The Children’s World.
Tours through gardens and paths in the forest.
Snorkel in the river and inlet.
Lounge chairs, hammocks and rest areas.
Life jackets, floating tires and bicycles.
Use of snorkeling equipment with a free tube (requires a refundable deposit of $20 USD).
Use of lockers, changing rooms and a towel.
Toilets and showers.
Your Tour includes transportation only if you add it at the time of your purchase.
Free Parking.

Recommendations:

Use comfortable beachwear and swimming suit, bring extra clothes.
Sunscreen and insect repellent should be free of chemicals to be used in the Park
Bring credit card or cash with you to buy souvenirs, get optional activities or acquire the
photos from your visit.

Live unique experiences at Xel-Há Mexico. A unique Natural Wonder of the world
with amazing coves, cenotes and ponds in the middle of a breathtaking landscape,
one of the most beautiful in Cancun and Riviera Maya. Enjoy this snorkeling paradise,
with variety of fun-filled activities. Glide on zip lines, show your bravery by jumping
from the Stone of Courage and let yourself go on a floating tire and travel across the
river; or ride a bicycle through the biking path of the jungle.

Days of Operation: Monday to Sunday from 8:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
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XEL-HÁ

Zip-Bike
EXPERIENCIAS XCARET

XEL-HÁ
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UNLEASH

the adrenaline!

THE HIGHEST FLIGHT

...over the Caribbean jungle

Fly, swim, drive and paddle
into and above
the earth surrounded by
prehistoric scenarios.
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XPLOR

EXPERIENCIAS XCARET

XPLOR
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FRIENDS & FAMILY

Includes:

2 river circuits to paddle on Rafts.
Two circuits with 14 Zip-lines.
Travel along 6.2 miles through two circuits with Amphibious Vehicles.
Swim along 430 yards in the Stalactite River.
Unlimited energetic buffet.
Unlimited snacks & beverages (chocolate and fresh-flavored water).
Locker for two.
Resting areas, dressing rooms and bathrooms.
Equipment: Zip-lines: helmet and harness; Amphibious Vehicles: helmet and vehicle for
two; Stalactite River Swim: helmet and life jacket; Rafts: helmet and paddles.

Recommendations:

Use comfortable beachwear, swimming suit, bring extra clothes and a towel.
Sunscreen and insect repellent should be free of chemicals to be used in the Park.
Bring credit card or cash with you to buy souvenirs and the photos from your visit. Do not
forget to bring your I.D.

Kick-start to an underground adventure at Xplor All Inclusive in the heart of a natural site
where you will witness impressive ancient rock formations amongst other memorable
activities. Enjoy yourself with activities using the most modern and safest equipment.
Drive 6 miles on our Amphibious Vehicles on and below the earth, navigate on board
of our Rafts on circuits stretching 1870 and 1730ft over crystal clear water, get a bird’s eye
view over the jungle thanks to the 14 highest Zip-lines in all Riviera Maya and swim a trail
of 1300ft inside ancient caves!

Days of Operation: Monday to Saturday from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
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XPLOR

EXPERIENCIAS XCARET

XPLOR
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Dare to experience
the most exhilirating night,
Swim across an underground
river of lava, Drive through
the darkness of the jungle
and Fly, all wrap up
with a out of this world BBQ
buffete.

VENTURE INTO

the heart of the Earth.

Transform an

ORDINARY NIGHT

into an

UNFORGETTABLE

ADVENTURE.
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XPLOR FUEGO

EXPERIENCIAS XCARET

XPLOR FUEGO
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FRIENDS & FAMILY

Feel the thrill of the night while gliding in incredible zip-lines, explore this land on board
amphibious vehicles through mysterious caves and dive into the refreshing waters of an
underground river. Discover age-old landscapes and a new world of adventure in the
heart of the Riviera Maya. Xplor Fuego becomes an unparalleled adventure when the
sun sets and the jungle comes alive to envelop you in its cloak of darkness. The most
popular night attraction of the Riviera Maya awaits for you to venture into the dark, just let
night embrace you and allow your senses to discover the unknown.

Days of Operation: Monday to Saturday from 05:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.
Includes:
580 yards of underground caves to paddle on a Raft.
A nine Zip Line circuit.
3.4-miles circuit to drive with Amphibious Vehicles (only people 18 or older may drive).
Swim along 430 yards of crystal-clear water in the Stalactite River Swim.
Unlimited energetic buffet, mini sweet bread and oatmeal cookies.
Unlimited beverages (coffee, chocolate and fresh-flavor water)
Locker for two.
Resting areas, dressing rooms and bathrooms.
Equipment (Zip-Lines: helmet and harness, Rafts: helmet and paddles, Stalactite River
Swim: helmet and life jacket, Amphibious Vehicles: helmet and vehicle for two).

Recommendations:

Use comfortable beachwear, swimming suit, water shoes, bring extra clothes and a towel.
Sunscreen and insect repellent should be free of chemicals to be used in the Park.
Children aged 7 and older.
Bring credit card or cash with you to buy souvenirs, get optional activities or acquire the
photos from your visit. Do not forget to bring your I.D.
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XPLOR FUEGO

EXPERIENCIAS XCARET

XPLOR FUEGO
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A face to face encounter
with a hidden oasis
of sacred waters,
natural walls
and underwater gardens.

Experience the

Mayan oasis

in every possible way,

a land inhabited by nature alone.

From start to finish,

a personalized
tour
full of new emotions.
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XENOTES

EXPERIENCIAS XCARET

XENOTES
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FRIENDS & FAMILY

Includes:

Transportation service from and to the comfort of your hotel with a specialized guide
Welcome coffee, champurrado and sweet breads.
Non-alcoholic beverages (water, orange juice and soft drinks) and seasonal fruits on route
Glam Picnic: energizing selection including fusilli-vegetable soup, fresh bar with
premium quality cheeses and deli meats, and a variety of rustic breads, dressings,
fresh salads, water, coffee, wine and beer.
Equipment: life jacket, snorkel equipment, rappel gear.
Restrooms, dressing rooms and one towel.

Recommendations:

Use comfortable beachwear, swimming
suit, water shoes and bring extra clothes.
Sunscreen and insect repellent should
be free of chemicals to be used in the
Park.
Bring cash with you to buy souvenirs, get
optional activities or acquire the photos
from your visit. Do not forget to bring your
I.D.
Children aged 5 and older.

In the middle of the Mayan jungle, landscapes of indescribable beauty await you, the
Tour Xenotes Oasis Maya is the only one offering the opportunity of enjoying four different
types of cenotes and activities all in one day. The Xenotes Tour includes a visit to four
cenotes (sinkholes) where you will enjoy activities such as kayaking, snorkeling, rappelling
with aided descent, zip lines, inner tubes and swimming, with a period of relaxation to
enjoy a Glam Picnic, a true moment of adventure in contact with nature.

Days of Operation: Monday to Saturday from 09:00 a.m. to 05:00 p.m.
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XENOTES

EXPERIENCIAS XCARET

XENOTES
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At Xoximilco party,

tequila and friends,

go together well!

As a couple or with amigos,
party as a local! An
unforgettable hassle-free fiesta
in Mexico you will not find
anywhere else.

The authentic

Mexican
Night out!
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XOXIMILCO

EXPERIENCIAS XCARET

XOXIMILCO
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FRIENDS & FAMILY

Includes:

Transportation service from and to the
comfort of your hotel with a specialized
guide.
A nighttime cruise on board a gondola.
Dinner with the best of Mexican cuisine
Open bar with tequila, beer, fruit flavored
beverages and sodas.
Different ensembles playing traditional
live music such as: mariachi, bolero, trio
jarocho quartet and marimba.

Recommendations:

Bring comfortable clothes.
Bring credit card or cash with you to buy
souvenirs and the photos from your visit.
Do not forget to bring your I.D.
Children aged 5 and older.

This magical place with an ambiance of fiesta, music and tradition captures the imagination
of everyone who visits by conjuring up memories of Mexico in its golden age. Decorated
with motifs from the 32 States of Mexico, the famous trajineras that were once used for
transporting flowers, fruits and vegetables grown in floating gardens, have become a
means of transportation and a cause of joy for all those who come to Xoximilco searching
for a unique Mexican fiesta.

Days of Operation: Monday to Saturday from 7:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
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XOXIMILCO

EXPERIENCIAS XCARET

XOXIMILCO
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A deluxe approach into

a city full of splendor,

magic and

culture.

Valladolid Downtown

Discover the cultural legacy of the ancient Maya world,
explore the most representative mayan city and get to
know Valladolid, a Colonial town and
a Historical bastion.

CHICHÉN ITZÁ
ONE OF THE

NEW

WONDERS

The Castle

Travel to

another world.
The Observatory
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XICHEN

Colonial Restaurant ”La Casona”

All inclusive tour
EXPERIENCIAS XCARET

XICHEN
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Days of Operation: Monday to Saturday
Includes:

Round trip Transportation from the comfort of your hotel.
Deluxe Panoramic bus with reclining seats, air conditioning and two restrooms.
Light gourmet breakfast on board the sight-seeing bus consisting of a baguette
sandwich, a muffin, natural juice and coffee.
Access to the Chichén Itzá archaeological site with a certified bilingual guide.
Radio Guide Device with earphones
Visit to the colonial town of Valladolid for a stroll through its historical center.
All inclusive buffet style meal at La Casona de Valladolid restaurant with an exquisite
variety of gastronomic delights; more than 75 traditional dishes from Yucatan, as well
as Mexican and International cuisine.
Visit to Zací Mayan Sinkhole (no swimming involved).
Unlimited drink service on board the bus and at La Casona de Valladolid restaurant
(soft drinks, coffee, bottled water and beer).

Recommendations:

Bring comfortable clothes.
Sunscreen and insect repellent.
Bring credit card or cash with you to buy souvenirs and the photos from your visit. Do
not forget to bring your I.D.
Zací Mayan Sinkhole

Visit one of the most important archaeological sites of the Mayan culture, and enjoy an
unforgettable stroll in Valladolid, one of the oldest cities of Mexico with great architectural
charm and unique beautiful sights such as the Main Square and the San Gervasio
Cathedral and the Zací Mayan sinkhole, among others, which is an oval shaped crystalclear cenote with 91ft diameter and 85ft from the top to the surface of the water.
End this incredible deluxe Tour, with a delicious all-inclusive meal in an exclusive 18th
century colonial mansion, La Casona de Valladolid, which offers a delicious buffet
with more than 75 dishes typical of Yucatan cuisine besides the best of Mexican and
international gastronomy.
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XICHEN

Certified Guide

The Thousand Columns
EXPERIENCIAS XCARET

XICHEN
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